Introduction {#s1}
============

Complex motor skills, such as singing or playing an instrument, are not inherently determined but need to be acquired through repetitive practice. Many specialized skills are used only incidentally however, and skill performance degrades during intermittent periods of non-use. This means that skills need to be re-acquired each time the need arises. For example, trained human surgeons need to re-acquire their surgical proficiency after a period of absence ([@bib28]), Capuchin monkeys need to acquire manipulative foraging skills to retrieve difficult-to-access, seasonally available food items ([@bib36]), and songbirds need to re-develop high-quality songs to attract a mate after wintering or long-distance migration ([@bib120]). Whereas learning novel motor skills is generally a lengthy process, the short-term availability of suitable mates and food items imposes a considerable time pressure on the re-acquisition of such specialized skills.

Birdsong, an established model system for vocal motor learning ([@bib19]), is characterized by a high degree of complex and rapid acoustic modulations. The fine motor skills that are necessary to produce such complex, high quality vocalizations are thought to advertise an individual's quality through performance-related characteristics such as song complexity and/or production rate ([@bib106]; [@bib35]; [@bib57]; [@bib21]). When juvenile songbirds are one to two months old they start singing noisy, unstructured 'subsongs' akin to human babbling ([@bib34]), which gradually develop into variable, but recognizable species-specific 'plastic songs' ([@bib79]; [@bib94]; [@bib125]; [@bib85]). With extensive vocal rehearsal the songs slowly consolidate into high performance 'crystallized songs', a process that can take up more than five months in some songbird species ([@bib94]). For adult songbirds that annually need to re-acquire their songs this process of juvenile song development greatly exceeds the time that is available to attract a mate during the early breeding season. Thus, adult songbirds must considerably speed-up song re-acquisition to quickly produce songs of adequate quality to impress conspecifics. It is currently unclear how songbirds cope with the seasonally imposed time pressure on song development, and what mechanisms may be involved to ensure reproductive success under such time constraints in nature.

The seasonal development and degradation in vocal performance are highly correlated with changes in testosterone levels ([@bib95]; [@bib121]; [@bib130]; [@bib136]), and are often accompanied by gross anatomical and cytoarchitectural restructuring of the brain areas involved in song production ([@bib93]; [@bib42]; [@bib65]; [@bib61]; [@bib129]; [@bib11]; [@bib135]). Thus testosterone-regulated adaptations of the songbird brain may play an important role in optimizing song performance. In this study we used adult female canaries (*Serinus canaria*) to investigate how a periodically acquired motor behavior attains a high performance level under developmental time pressure. Although female canaries rarely sing spontaneously, and never produce high quality songs under natural conditions ([@bib103]), the systemic application of testosterone leads to the development of high-performance song with male-typical features ([@bib73]; [@bib119]; [@bib132]). This trait provides us with a well-defined behavioral baseline, and allows us to manipulate in detail the onset and offset of song development through repeated testosterone treatments.

Here we demonstrate that during a protracted testosterone treatment, adult female canaries gradually develop stable, species-typical songs through a process of song crystallization similar to what is known for naturally-raised juvenile male canaries ([@bib85]). Re-treatment with testosterone several months after birds have stopped singing, leads to a rapid recurrence of song performance with song features that strongly resemble those after the first treatment. We propose that once developed, vocal motor memories are retained for an extended period of time, enabling adult animals to recover song performance quickly at a later time, a process termed 'savings' ([@bib37]). We further demonstrate that neurons in the songbird's premotor nucleus HVC (proper name), a central nucleus in the brain circuitry that controls song production ([@bib91]), irreversibly loses a significant number of dendritic spines during the initial testosterone-induced development of vocal skills. This state of reduced spine density is subsequently maintained over long periods in which testosterone levels are low and vocal skills are not used. The observed lasting synaptic pruning could play an important role in the formation of vocal skill savings, enabling birds to rapidly re-acquire song performance within a restricted time period.

Results {#s2}
=======

Testosterone-induced song development in female canaries {#s2-1}
--------------------------------------------------------

To study the development of vocal skills in adult female canaries we recorded and analyzed the entire song ontogeny in acoustically separated animals (5.6 ± 0.6 million song syllables per bird), while manipulating song output by consecutively implanting, removing, and re-implanting birds with testosterone implants.

Whereas no songs were observed prior to treatment, the systemic application of testosterone (T~1~+) stimulated birds to start singing their first songs after three days (3.22 ± 0.46 days). The phases of female song development were similar to those previously reported for male canaries ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib94]; [@bib85]; [@bib137]). The first subsongs were produced in an irregular fashion and consisted of unstructured syllables with few distinctive features. Songs gradually developed into plastic songs in which different phrases of repeated syllables could be clearly distinguished, albeit with variation between syllables of the same type. During the following six months, female canary songs continued to develop, gradually crystallizing into the species-typical stable songs. Although structurally similar to male canary songs, female songs had relatively small syllable repertoires (6.2 ± 1.1 syllable types), consistent with previous reports ([@bib132]; [@bib41]; [@bib53]).

![Song in juvenile male and adult female canaries progresses through the same stages of development.\
(**A**) Schematic of natural song development in juvenile males. (**B**) Example spectral derivative spectrograms illustrating the different song developmental stages of a male canary. Subsong was recorded at 45 days of age, plastic song at 120 days of age and stable song at 1 year old. (**C**) Schematic of song development in adult female canaries during a first testosterone treatment (T~1~+), after removal of testosterone (T~1~-), and during a second testosterone treatment (T~2~+). (**D**) Example spectral derivative spectrograms from an adult female canary illustrating subsong after 3 days of testosterone treatment, plastic song after 30 days of treatment, and stable song after 200 days of treatment. Lowercase letters indicate different phrases of repeated syllables.](elife-43194-fig1){#fig1}

Re-application of testosterone triggers an accelerated re-acquisition of song performance {#s2-2}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To investigate the birds' abilities to re-acquire song performance after a period without vocal practice we withdrew testosterone (T~1~-) from the animals, completely abolishing singing behavior in approximately three days (3.14 ± 0.63 days). After 2½ months of no song production birds were treated for a second time with testosterone (T~2~+), inducing song output after three days (3.14 ± 0.74 days). No subsongs were observed after the second testosterone treatment, and all birds were able to produce plastic songs from the first day of singing.

We first compared the development of temporal song features during the first and second testosterone treatments ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 2---figure supplement 1](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 2---figure supplement 2](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"}). Particularly the speed at which subsequent syllables are repeated, the syllable repetition rate (SR), has been strongly associated with individual performance ([@bib106]; [@bib105]) and has been shown to increase the attractiveness of the song to conspecifics ([@bib133]; [@bib134]). We observed that during the first two weeks of testosterone-induced female song development, all syllables were typically produced at a similar rate (SR: 10.3 ± 1.3 Hz). While practicing the song, different syllables were gradually sung at different rates, becoming more distinct towards song crystallization ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Once crystallized, syllables could be distinguished as fast syllables (SR: 21.7 ± 1.0 Hz), medium-speed syllables (SR: 11.9 ± 1.1 Hz), and slow syllables (SR: 4.9 ± 0.7 Hz). A similar distribution of syllable rates redeveloped during a 2^nd^ testosterone treatment. The observed range of syllable rates was similar to what has previously been reported for wild-living male canaries ([@bib72]).

![Syllable repetition rates develop faster in birds with prior singing experience.\
(**A**) Syllable rate histogram from a female canary during two subsequent testosterone treatments. Color scales indicate the number of daily syllables produced for each discrete syllable rate. Curves were fitted through the most occurring syllable rates and are shown in red. (**B**) The correlation coefficient (CC) between the stabilized distribution of syllable rates at the end of the 1^st^ testosterone treatment and each other day during the development and re-development of song in the same bird as shown in A. (**C**) The mean syllable rate correlation plot for all animals. Grey bars indicate the SEM. (**D**) Group statistics of all studied birds demonstrating that stable syllable rates were achieved more quickly during a 2^nd^ testosterone treatment (red bars) than during the 1^st^ treatment (blue bars). (**E**) The peak day-to-day increase in the syllable rate CC (d~max~) was higher during a 2^nd^ testosterone treatment than during the 1^st^ treatment. (**F**) Example spectral derivative spectrograms from one bird and corresponding bar graphs illustrating syllable rates at 15, 70, and 200 days after a 1^st^ testosterone treatment and 30 days after a 2^nd^ treatment. Columns in D*-*E represent the mean ± SEM and open circles indicate individual data points (\*p\<0.05, \*\*\*p≤0.001, paired t-test, n = 6 animals). Columns in F represent the mean ± SEM (a,b,c: p≤0.001, ANOVA; n = 100 syllables). Source data for temporal song features are available in the [Figure 2---source data 1](#fig2sdata1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.\
10.7554/eLife.43194.007Figure 2---source data 1.Source file for quantitative comparisons of temporal song features.](elife-43194-fig2){#fig2}

To determine how fast this syllable rate pattern emerged during subsequent testosterone treatments we took crystallized song from the last week of the first testosterone treatment as a reference pattern, and calculated the correlation coefficient (CC) between this reference and each day of song development and re-development ([Figure 2B & C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). While syllable repetition rates gradually developed and stabilized over the course of 160 ± 8 days during the first testosterone treatment, stable rates were obtained more than seven times faster, within 22 ± 2 days, during the second treatment ([Figure 2D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}; paired t-test: p\<0.001). In addition the maximum daily increase in similarity (d~max~) was also significantly higher during song re-development than during initial song development ([Figure 2E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}; d~max~: 0.021 ± 0.005 for T~1~+, and 0.078 ± 0.012 for T~2~+; paired t-test: p\<0.05), indicating a much accelerated development of song performance in birds with previous singing experience.

Since syllable rate is a compound feature that is determined by both syllable duration and the interval between subsequent syllables, we analyzed syllable durations and pause durations separately. Syllable durations developed slowly during the initial song acquisition (T~1~+), reaching stable values after 153 ± 19 days, while pause durations stabilized in 82 ± 13 days ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 2---figure supplement 2](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"}). Both temporal features re-emerged more quickly during song re-acquisition (T~2~+) than during the first song developmental phase (duration: 4.8 ± 1.3 days; paired t-test: p\<0.001; pause: 10.7 ± 2.2 days; paired t-test: p\<0.01; [Figure 2---figure supplement 1](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}).

To determine the bird's ability to recover spectral song patterns we analyzed the recurring patterns of frequency modulation (FM), amplitude modulation (AM), bandwidth (BW), mean frequency (MF) and Wiener entropy (E) during song acquisition and re-acquisition. Similar to temporal song features, spectral features were more quickly established during song re-acquisition (T~2~+) than during the initial song development (T~1~+) ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 3---figure supplement 1](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 3---figure supplement 2](#fig3s2){ref-type="fig"}). All spectral features developed gradually over more than 110 days before reaching stable values. After a period in which the birds did not produce any song, testosterone-induced song re-acquisition led to a rapid stabilization of spectral patterns within 16 days ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 3---figure supplement 1](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}; paired t test: p\<0.01). Thus both temporal and spectral song features were acquired significantly faster by experienced birds that had developed singing skills once before.

![Differential re-development of song features.\
(**A**) Mean correlation plot for all animals illustrating the development of the frequency modulation (FM) distribution in the song during the development (T~1~+) and re-development (T~2~+) of song. The correlation plot illustrates a gradual FM development during T~1~+, followed by a short phase of FM re-development during T~2~+. (**B**) Group statistics demonstrating that the stabilization of the FM distribution in the song took less time during a 2^nd^ testosterone treatment (red bars) than during the 1^st^ treatment (blue bars). (**C**) The peak day-to-day increase in the FM CC (d~max~) was significantly higher during a 2^nd^ testosterone treatment than during the 1^st^ treatment. (**D**) Mean correlation plot for the syllable bandwidth showing a gradual development during a 1^st^ testosterone treatment (T~1~+), followed by an immediate recovery of syllable bandwidth during a 2^nd^ treatment (T~2~+). (**E**) Group statistics demonstrating that stable syllable bandwidths were achieved more quickly during a 2^nd^ testosterone treatment (red bars) than during the 1^st^ treatment (blue bars). (**F**) The peak day-to-day increase in the syllable bandwidth CC (d~max~) for T~1~+. D~max~ could not be calculated for T~2~+, as we observed no developmental increase of this song feature during the 2^nd^ testosterone treatment. (**G**) Deterioration in the distribution patterns of all analyzed song features during absence of song production (T~1~-), and (**H**) subsequent recovery of song features during testosterone-induced re-development of song (T~2~+). Grey bars in A and D indicate the SEM. Columns in B,C and E-H represent the mean ± SEM and open circles indicate individual data points (\*p\<0.05, \*\*p\<0.01, \*\*\*p≤0.001, paired t-test (**B,C,E,F**) and one-sample t-test (**G,H**), n = 6 animals). Source data for acoustic features are available in the [Figure 3---source data 1](#fig3sdata1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.\
10.7554/eLife.43194.011Figure 3---source data 1.Source file for quantitative comparisons of spectral song features.](elife-43194-fig3){#fig3}

The absence of song practice causes selective deterioration of song features {#s2-3}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Whereas song re-acquisition in female canaries resulted in a rapid recurrence of stable temporal and spectral patterns, not all song features re-developed in the same way. Most notably, some song features demonstrated a clear deterioration in the absence of vocal practice, while other song features remained stable despite the absence of vocal practice ([Figure 3G & H](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

Of the studied temporal song parameters, syllable durations did not show any deterioration in the period that birds did not sing (T~1~-) and thus also did not need to be re-acquired ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1A--C](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}; [Figure 2---figure supplement 2A](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"}). Both the syllable rate and the pause duration between syllables did deteriorate however, and a short phase of re-development was required to recover the originally developed patterns ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 2---figure supplement 1D--F](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 2---figure supplement 2B](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"}). The accelerated re-acquisition of syllable repetition rates thus appears to be driven by the need to re-optimize the timing between syllables rather than syllable lengths.

Of the spectral syllable features that were studied, the FM and AM patterns deteriorated when birds stopped singing (T~1~-), but were re-acquired during a short developmental phase after a 2^nd^ testosterone treatment (T~2~+) ([Figure 3A--C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 3---figure supplement 1A--C](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 3---figure supplement 2A & B](#fig3s2){ref-type="fig"}). BW, MF, and E did not need to be re-acquired, but maintained strong similarities with the initial acoustic patterns despite the absence of song production in the intermittent period (T~1~-) ([Figure 3D--F](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 3---figure supplement 1D--I](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 3---figure supplement 2C--E](#fig3s2){ref-type="fig"}). Thus song re-acquisition can be characterized by recalling a combination of sound features that immediately can be reproduced and sound features that require a short phase of redevelopment.

Song similarity during subsequent testosterone treatments {#s2-4}
---------------------------------------------------------

The songs that reappeared during the second testosterone treatment were strikingly similar to those that developed after the first treatment ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Visual inspection of the song spectrograms revealed no differences in syllable repertoire when comparing crystallized songs during the first and second testosterone treatment ([Figure 4A & B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}; 6.2 ± 1.1 syllable types for both treatments). In addition both temporal and spectral song features demonstrated a strong similarity in their distribution patterns between subsequent testosterone treatments (*T~1~^x^T~2~*), with correlation coefficients above 0.82 for all studied song features ([Figure 4C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). These values were not significantly different from the correlation coefficients obtained by cross-correlating distribution patterns from consecutive days during the first treatment period (*T~1~^x^T~1~*) for any of the measured song features ([Figure 4C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that the song patterns that developed during the first and second testosterone treatment are similar in structure.

![Similarity of time and frequency parameters after subsequent testosterone treatments.\
(**A,B**) Example spectral derivative spectrograms of stable song from two animals during the 1^st^ (T~1~+) and 2^nd^ (T~2~+) testosterone treatment illustrating a strong similarity in song structure. (**C**) Similarity analyses between stable song patterns from the 1^st^ and 2^nd^ testosterone treatment periods (*T~1~xT~2~*, red bars) demonstrated a high level of correlation of more than 80% for all analyzed song features. Correlation coefficients between songs from T~1~+ and T~2~+ were not significantly different from the CCs obtained when cross-correlating song patterns within the T~1~+ period (*T~1~xT~1~*, blue bars). Columns in C represent the mean ± SEM and open circles indicate individual data points (NS, paired t-test, n = 6 animals). Source data for similarity calculations are available in the [Figure 4---source data 1](#fig4sdata1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.\
10.7554/eLife.43194.015Figure 4---source data 1.Source file for song similarity calculations between subsequent testosterone treatments.](elife-43194-fig4){#fig4}

To determine the similarity of syllables produced during the 1^st^ and 2^nd^ testosterone treatments we calculated for each bird the Euclidean distance across all eight analyzed temporal and spectral features within and between syllable types ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}). The Euclidean distance between two syllables provides a measure of similarity where a syllable is represented as a point with coordinates that correspond to the eight analyzed sound features. The distance between syllables with similar sound features and thus similar coordinates is low, while the distance between syllables with differing sound features is high. The mean Euclidean distances between syllables of the same type across the 1^st^ and 2^nd^ testosterone treatment (*T~1~^x^T~2~*) were not different from the Euclidean distances between syllables from subsequent days during the 1^st^ testosterone treatment (*T~1~^x^T~1~*: d = 0.73 ± 0.04, *T~1~^x^T~2~*: d = 0.76 ± 0.06; Tukey's HSD: p=0.99). The mean Euclidean distances between syllables of different types across the two treatment periods were significantly larger than those between syllables of the same type (*T~1~^x^T~2~^ext^*: d = 2.12 ± 0.23; Tukey's HSD: p\<0.001). These results indicate that for a given syllable the sound features that redeveloped after the 2^nd^ testosterone treatment fell within the range of variation observed during the 1^st^ testosterone treatment for that same syllable type, but were clearly distinguishable from the sound features of other syllable types.

To investigate if the sequential structure of the song was different between the two testosterone treatments we analyzed the probability that specific phrase transitions occurred in the songs ([Figure 4---figure supplement 2](#fig4s2){ref-type="fig"}). Because the syllable repertoire is relatively small in testosterone treated female canaries, the number of possible phrase transitions is also small. Nevertheless, on average only 8.7% of all possible phrase transitions were used in the songs. Thus whereas the song sequences are not fixed as in for example zebra finches, the song sequences are not random either, following a limited subset of possible transitions similar to what has been observed in male canaries ([@bib72]; [@bib76]). The percentage of phrase transitions that made up the songs during the 1^st^ and 2^nd^ testosterone treatments were not different (T~1~+: 9.2 ± 4.5%; T~2~+: 8.3 ± 4.2%; paired t-test: p=0.59), and the probability distribution of these transitions were visually similar between treatments ([Figure 4---figure supplement 2A & B](#fig4s2){ref-type="fig"}). The linearity, consistency, and entropy of song phrase transitions did not differ significantly between the songs from the 1^st^ and 2^nd^ treatment periods ([Figure 4---figure supplement 2C](#fig4s2){ref-type="fig"}).

Together these data strongly suggest that testosterone-induced song re-acquisition in canaries is driven towards the previously acquired song pattern.

Singing-related pruning of neuronal dendritic spines {#s2-5}
----------------------------------------------------

The finding that the re-acquisition of song performance progresses considerably faster than the initial acquisition and leads to the production of highly similar song patterns suggests that singing skills are retained during intermittent silent periods. Motor learning and memory are generally considered to rely on the maturation and consolidation of the synaptic connections within the neural circuitry that drives the behavior in question ([@bib23]; [@bib144]; [@bib58]). To investigate changes in synaptic connectivity during vocal motor development we quantified the number of neuronal dendritic spines in the forebrain motor nucleus HVC and the robust motor nucleus of the arcopallium (RA) before, during, and after the acquisition of vocal motor skills ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

![Lasting synaptic pruning in the forebrain motor nucleus HVC.\
(**A**) Photomicrographs of dendrite segments from non-singing control animals (**C**), singing female canaries sacrificed after five months of testosterone treatment (T~1~+), and non-singing individuals sacrificed 2.5 months after testosterone withdrawal (T~1~-). (**B**) Compared to naive control birds (**C**), spine densities were significantly reduced in testosterone-treated, singing birds (T~1~+), and remained significantly reduced up to 2.5 months after birds stopped singing by withdrawing testosterone (T~1~-). (**C**) No significant differences in spine densities were observed in RA between the experimental periods. (**D--F**) The probability distribution of dendrites with different spine densities in HVC demonstrated a shift towards more dendrites with fewer spines in testosterone treated (T~1~+), singing birds and testosterone removed (T~1~-), non-singing birds compared to non-singing control birds. Columns in B-F represent the mean ± SEM and open circles indicate individual data points (a,b: p\<0.01, ANOVA, n = 6 animals). Scale bar = 100 µm. Source data for spine quantifications are available in the [Figure 5---source data 1](#fig5sdata1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.\
10.7554/eLife.43194.017Figure 5---source data 1.Source file for spine quantification data.](elife-43194-fig5){#fig5}

Excitatory projection neurons in the HVC of testosterone-treated, singing female canaries displayed a more than 30% reduction in dendritic spine density compared to untreated, non-singing control birds (C: 0.95 µm^−1^, T~1~+: 0.64 µm^−1^; Dunnett's test: p\<0.01), indicating a significant synaptic pruning during the first acquisition of singing skills ([Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Compared to non-singing control birds, spine densities remained significantly lower in birds that stopped singing for 2.5 months after testosterone removal (C: 0.95 µm^−1^, T~1~-: 0.69 µm^−1^; Dunnett's test: p\<0.01). Thus, the synaptic pruning in HVC associated with testosterone-induced song acquisition is not reversed when birds stop singing, but instead the pruned state is maintained in periods in which the birds do not sing ([Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, we did not observe any changes in dendritic spine densities in RA across the different experimental periods ([Figure 5C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}; ANOVA: p=0.857).

Strong differences were observed in the density of dendritic spines between different spinous neurites in HVC (range: 0.15 to 2.14 spines/µm). To investigate which neurite types were associated with the observed spine pruning we calculated the probability distribution of neuronal dendrites in HVC based on their spine density ([Figure 5D--F](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). We observed a marked shift in the distribution of dendrites from more densely-spined dendrites in control birds towards less densely-spined dendrites in the testosterone treatment (T~1~+) and removal groups (T~1~-), reflecting a global decrease in spine density. The strongest reduction was detected in the range of dendrites with more than 0.8 spines per µm, which halved in number in both testosterone-treated, singing birds (T~1~+), and testosterone-removed, non-singing birds (T~1~-) compared to non-singing controls (C: 0.64 ± 0.06, T~1~+: 0.28 ± 0.05, T~1~-: 0.33 ± 0.06; ANOVA: p\<0.01). The total density of both spinous and aspinous neurites in HVC did not significantly differ between the treatment groups (ANOVA: p\>0.36), suggesting that changes in dendrite densities were not caused by specific cell death.

These data suggest that the observed vocal motor acquisition is accompanied by a lasting synaptic pruning specifically in nucleus HVC, providing a possible anatomical site for motor memory that could facilitate the observed rapid re-acquisition of previously established song patterns.

Discussion {#s3}
==========

The ability to learn new skills enables one to adapt to changes in the surrounding environment. Whereas learning new skills requires time and effort, the survival of many species relies on their capacity to utilize specialized skills in a timely fashion, capitalizing on the short-term availability of foods, mates, and other environmental factors ([@bib109]). Such a capacity is biologically relevant for numerous skills in a multitude of species, ranging from periodic foraging skills in dolphins ([@bib102]), bats ([@bib26]), and monkeys ([@bib16]) to courtship displays in crabs ([@bib86]) and songbirds ([@bib100]). As the use of these specialized skills is interrupted over longer periods, for example during long-distance migration or hibernation ([@bib120]; [@bib109]), such skills need to be re-acquired quickly to maximize survival and reproductive success. In this study we establish the repeated, hormone-driven acquisition of vocal motor performance in female canaries as a model system for studying motor savings. Using this model, we show that while the initial development of specialized motor skills can be a lengthy process, motor performance can quickly be re-acquired at a later time, even after extended periods of non-use ([Figure 2 and 3](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The accelerated song re-acquisition observed in this study indicates that acquiring a motor skill for the first time follows a different developmental trajectory than re-acquiring the same skill at a later time. This is both evident from the accelerated consolidation of song performance during song re-development ([Figure 2 and 3](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), and the observation that birds skip the subsong phase of song development when re-acquiring their songs. Our data further suggest that songbirds have the ability to retain previously developed singing skills through a process of selective pruning of the neural circuitry ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), enabling them to rapidly recover songs of adequate quality to attract a mate before breeding opportunities disappear.

Several song parameters were maintained across a period in which birds did not sing, while other song features demonstrated clear deterioration ([Figure 3G & H](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Birds were able to recover those deteriorated song features with renewed vocal practice. At the peripheral level, song performance depends on the accurate control of the respiratory system, the sound producing organ (the syrinx), and the upper vocal tract. Interestingly, those song features that required a phase of re-development to be optimized seem primarily associated with motor constraints in syrinx function ([@bib106]; [@bib46]). Online modulation of frequency and amplitude requires active contractile modulation of syringeal muscles ([@bib47]; [@bib38]). Syllable repetition and the inter-syllabic interval also depend on how rapidly syringeal abductor and adductor muscles can open and close the syringeal aperture. The upper vocal tract may act as a tunable acoustic filter of the sounds produced by the syrinx ([@bib96]; [@bib13]; [@bib113]) and play a more important role in establishing the bandwidth, entropy and mean frequency of song syllables. Thus song parameters linked to vocal tract modulation may be preserved after birds stopped singing, while song parameters linked to contraction speed of syringeal muscles appear to deteriorate.

Whereas male canaries are known to annually re-organize their songs, even when deafened ([@bib85]), no such modifications were observed in our study. It is not clear to what extent annual changes in male canary song structure are due to relearning or are driven by a selection process from a previously learned collection of syllable types during juvenile development ([@bib94]; [@bib77]; [@bib45]; [@bib14]). Considering that the female canaries in our study were acoustically separated during the testosterone-induced development of song suggests that the emerging song patterns are either for a large part innate ([@bib85]; [@bib45]), or are limited to a memorized collection of syllable types that they heard earlier in life ([@bib14]; [@bib78]; [@bib80]; [@bib108]; [@bib64]). The initial song acquisition may thus rely on an innate or memorized auditory template, while the accelerated song re-acquisition may be driven by a motor memory trace of what the birds learned to produce during the first song acquisition phase. The syllable repertoires of our female canaries were much lower than what is common for males. Such a small vocabulary would limit the possibilities to re-arrange or replace syllables without compromising song complexity, and thus few modifications to female songs can be expected.

During juvenile brain development in humans, mammals, and birds, synaptic connections are initially overproduced, followed by protracted, activity-dependent synapse elimination during puberty ([@bib60]; [@bib104]; [@bib110]; [@bib145]; [@bib90]). By selectively stabilizing functional synapses while pruning away inactive synapses, brain circuits are thought to reduce neuronal plasticity, consolidating newly learned information and reducing unnecessary redundancy ([@bib23]). The lasting spine pruning observed in the forebrain song control area HVC ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) could reflect such a structural modification facilitating the long-term memorization of vocal patterns. Optical imaging studies have demonstrated a rapid accumulation and stabilization of neuronal dendritic spines in HVC during developmental song learning in zebra finches ([@bib115]). In the mouse cortex, morphological modifications to dendritic spines have been observed that lasted well beyond the learning experience that caused the spine modifications ([@bib55]; [@bib141]; [@bib140]; [@bib56]), strongly suggesting that long-term memory retention of previously acquired skills is facilitated by stably maintained synaptic connections. Despite such learning-related circuit modifications, the large majority of dendritic spines in the mammalian brain are stably maintained in adulthood ([@bib104]; [@bib110]; [@bib145]; [@bib141]; [@bib140]; [@bib51]). In contrast we observed a strong spine reduction in fully adult birds ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that the observed synaptic pruning in the adult canary HVC during song acquisition may reflect a developmentally delayed, activity-dependent consolidation of the neural motor circuitry.

A recent study in zebra finches has shown that singing prevention during juvenile development can also avert developmental spine pruning in the robust motor nucleus of the arcopallium (RA) ([@bib54]). In addition, auditory input during sensorimotor learning may play an important role in circuit consolidation, and auditory deprivation has been shown to delay the natural juvenile maturation of HVC in zebra finches ([@bib59]). It is not known how long such developmental processes can be postponed, but we did not observe delayed synaptic pruning in RA upon song acquisition in adult female canaries ([Figure 5C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that the time-window for large-scale spine pruning in RA may be more limited than in HVC. The developmentally delayed maturation of HVC ([Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) is consistent with our observation that the delayed, testosterone-induced development of song performance in adult female canaries follows a juvenile male-like developmental trajectory ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, in the absence of singing behavior, parts of the vocal motor circuit may remain plastic in adult female canaries, only consolidating once neural activity within the circuitry increases to drive testosterone-induced song output.

Testosterone-induced song development in adult female canaries has previously been associated with changes in other neural attributes in HVC as well, including an increase in volume, neuron numbers (but not densities), increased vascularization, and changes in cellular structure ([@bib135]; [@bib53]; [@bib43]; [@bib92]; [@bib111]; [@bib75]). Many of the observed modifications to the song system follow an annually changing pattern in seasonally breeding male songbirds ([@bib94]; [@bib121]; [@bib93]; [@bib65]), indicating that in males these modifications are not maintained outside the breeding season when birds no longer sing high performance song. In addition, withdrawing testosterone from male Gambel's white-crowned sparrows, another well-studied seasonal singer, resulted in a rapid regression in HVC size, neuron number, and neuron size ([@bib127]), indicating that these neural modifications are reversible and unlikely to reflect long-term memorization of vocal patterns. The lasting synaptic pruning that we observed in HVC is to our knowledge the first report of a song-related modification to the adult songbird brain that persists after the behavior itself is no longer expressed.

HVC is at a central position between the motor circuitry that controls song output and a forebrain-basal ganglia circuit, analogous to the mammalian cortico-basal ganglia (CBG) circuit, which feeds back on the motor circuitry for song production ([@bib19]; [@bib91]). Firing patterns in HVC neurons that project to RA are closely associated with millisecond precision of syllable timing ([@bib143]; [@bib52]; [@bib5]), suggesting that HVC is directly involved in maintaining time-related features of song performance. Burst patterns in RA neurons on the other hand are more closely associated with intrasyllabic structure ([@bib143]; [@bib25]). However, slowing down brain processes by local cooling of HVC has also been shown to change the intrasyllabic structure ([@bib74]; [@bib2]), indicating that both HVC and RA activity play a role in maintaining the fine temporal structure within syllables. The acquisition of song syllables in zebra finches is accompanied by increased timing accuracy of inhibitory neural firing within the HVC microcircuitry, suggesting that precisely-timed inhibition may play an important role in shaping song-related premotor sequences ([@bib68]; [@bib131]). The lasting synaptic reorganization in HVC during song acquisition may be guided by such inhibitory activity and provide a neural scaffold for both intra and intersyllabic timing. RA-projecting HVC neurons are continuously replaced in the adult songbird brain ([@bib4]), providing a base for ongoing variability in syringeal muscle control. A permanently maintained HVC network may guide dynamically changing circuits in HVC and RA during subsequent periods of singing, quickly driving song features towards previously acquired patterns.

Neurons from HVC that project to the avian basal ganglia Area X are not replaced in adulthood, providing a permanent subpopulation of HVC neurons ([@bib42]; [@bib3]). Although we could not specifically distinguish between neuron types in our study, we observed the strongest reduction of 50% in the number of densely-spined dendrites in HVC after birds developed song. Previous studies have shown that those HVC neurons that project to Area X predominantly consist of neurons with densely-spined dendrites ([@bib67]; [@bib89]; [@bib70]; [@bib15]; [@bib83]; [@bib84]; [@bib39]). Thus our observed synaptic pruning may be related to a major reorganization within the HVC to Area X connection, a reorganization that could reflect the long-term memorization of vocal skills. CBG-like circuits have been strongly implicated in the learning and long-term retention of motor skills in humans ([@bib1]; [@bib30]; [@bib71]; [@bib107]; [@bib27]), mammals ([@bib12]; [@bib101]; [@bib118]; [@bib142]), and birds ([@bib17]; [@bib117]; [@bib18]; [@bib62]; [@bib98]; [@bib9]; [@bib122]; [@bib6]; [@bib99]; [@bib24]). Vocal exploration is driven by activity in the avian CBG circuit ([@bib62]), which may guide synaptic modifications in plastic motor circuits ([@bib81]), even in adulthood. Although selective elimination of X-projecting HVC neurons did not appear to alter the song structure of adult zebra finches ([@bib116]), altered expression of FoxP2 in Area X of adult male zebra finches has been associated with changes in vocal performance ([@bib87]; [@bib128]; [@bib126]). In addition neurotoxic lesions in Area X lead to changes in singing tempo and syllable sequencing in adult zebra finches ([@bib69]), suggesting that the HVC to Area X connection continues to play a role in the long-term maintenance of vocal sequences.

The mechanisms behind learning-related, selective stabilization and elimination of dendritic spines remain largely unknown. Sex hormones may play an important role in the stabilization of such synaptic connections during the development of motor skills. Many of the brain areas that are involved in song learning and production express high numbers of androgen receptors ([@bib8]; [@bib10]; [@bib82]; [@bib88]; [@bib44]), and X-projecting HVC neurons express estrogen receptors ([@bib42]) that can be activated after conversion of testosterone into estradiol. Furthermore, changes in neuronal dendritic growth and synaptic morphology in the songbird RA have been observed to accompany testosterone-induced song development in female canaries ([@bib32]; [@bib31]; [@bib22]). In addition, Frankl-Vilches et al. ([@bib40]) recently observed that 85% of the seasonally and testosterone upregulated genes in the canary HVC are related to neuron differentiation, axon, dendrite and synapse organization. In the brain of birds and mammals, sex hormones are known to upregulate the expression of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) ([@bib33]; [@bib112]; [@bib123]), which in its turn contributes to the stabilization of synapses through the interaction with tyrosine receptor kinase B (TrkB) ([@bib66]). Furthermore, BDNF has been shown to be essential during testosterone-induced song development in female canaries ([@bib53]), providing a likely pathway by which sex hormones can consolidate motor skills by stabilizing synapses.

Testosterone levels and song consolidation are tightly linked, and it is difficult to determine if brain anatomical changes in our and other studies are caused by testosterone, singing activity or both. Interestingly, local intracerebral testosterone implants close to nucleus RA did not cause anatomical changes in this androgen receptor-rich brain area ([@bib20]), suggesting that modifications in RA are driven by singing-related, activity-dependent input from HVC. Whether or not testosterone, vocal practice, or both play a role in the observed synaptic pruning in HVC, the vocal circuitry demonstrated synaptic changes that persisted through several months in which testosterone levels were low and birds did not sing, potentially enabling the birds to quickly re-acquire their previously developed song patterns.

Sex hormones can be regulated by both environmental and social factors ([@bib49]; [@bib97]; [@bib138]), thereby providing a timed cue for the consolidation of behavioral output and the underlying brain circuitry. Such a cue could facilitate the timely formation and recall of long-term memories of relevant sensory and motor information. Our study suggests that lasting, hormone-driven synaptic pruning of related brain circuitries could form a basis for such long-term memories, enabling a quick recovery of previously acquired skills. The ability to respond quickly to environmental and social cues through such primed hormone-sensitive control mechanisms would constitute an important adaptation to ensure competitive proficiency and maximize reproductive success under environmental restrictions. The results obtained from this study may have implications not only across different animal groups, but may generally apply to different motor, sensory, and motivational systems that rely on a rapid recall of previously learned information.

Materials and methods {#s4}
=====================

Subjects {#s4-1}
--------

For this study adult domesticated canaries (*Serinus canaria*) were either purchased from a local breeder in Antwerp or taken from the breeding colony of the Max Planck Institute for Ornithology, Seewiesen. All animals were raised and kept under local natural daylight conditions, until the day length reached 11 hr in early March. Birds were subsequently housed individually in sound attenuating chambers for song recordings. Experimental procedures were conducted according to the guidelines of the Federation of European Animal Science Associations (FELASA) and approved by the Ethical Committee on animal experiments of the University of Antwerp.

Hormone treatment {#s4-2}
-----------------

To stimulate song production in naive female canaries, birds were subcutaneously implanted (T~1~+) with 8 mm silastic tubes (Dow Corning, Midland, MI; ID: 1.47 mm) filled with crystalline testosterone (Sigma-Aldrich Co., St. Louis, MO). During the hormone treatments a light cycle of 11 hr light, and 13 hr darkness was maintained to exclude photoperiodic effects on song production. This light cycle was chosen because under natural conditions it corresponds to a phase of testosterone up-regulation and physiological sensitivity to hormone fluctuations in canaries ([@bib95]). After consolidation of song we removed the hormone implants (T~1~-) to end song production, and changed the daylight conditions to 8 hr light and 16 hr dark, inducing a molting phase of approximately 1.5 months. Once the molt was finished, the day length was gradually returned to 11 hr over the following month. Subsequently, the song-experienced birds received a second testosterone treatment (T~2~+), and were sacrificed 5 weeks after implantation.

Hormone analysis {#s4-3}
----------------

Blood samples were collected from the birds' right wing veins using heparinized haematocrit capillaries (Brand, Wertheim, Germany). Directly after blood collection, samples were centrifuged at 3000 RPM for 10 min to separate cells from plasma, and stored at −80°C for later analysis.

Testosterone concentrations in the blood plasma were determined by radioimmunoassay (RIA) after extraction and partial purification on diatomaceous earth (glycol) columns, following the procedures described previously ([@bib48]; [@bib50]).

Briefly, plasma samples were extracted with dichloromethane (DCM) after overnight equilibration of the plasma with 1500 dpm of ^3^H-labeled testosterone (Perkin-Elmer, Rodgau, Germany). After separation of the organic phase, the extracts were re-suspended in 2 × 250 µl 2% ethylacetate in isooctane and fractioned using columns of diatomaceous earth:propylene glycol:ethylene glycol (6:1.5:1.5, w:v:v). Collected testosterone fractions were dried, re-suspended in phosphate-buffered saline with 1% gelatin (PBSG), and left to equilibrate overnight at 4°C. Extraction of plasma testosterone with dichloromethane resulted in 86 ± 11% (mean ± sd) recovery. Hormone samples were incubated with antisera against testosterone (Esoterix Endocrinology, Calabasas Hills, CA), and after 30 min ^3^H-labeled steroids (13500 dpm) were added and left to incubate for 20 hr at 4°C. Free steroids were separated from the bound fractions by absorption on dextran-coated charcoal, centrifuged, and decanted into scintillation vials to be counted.

Testosterone concentrations in the plasma samples were measured in one assay. The lower detection limit of the RIA was 0.33 pg/tube, and all measured plasma levels were above the lower detection limit. The intra-assay variation of a chicken plasma pool as control sample at the beginning and end of the assay was 6.7%. Pooled plasma levels of testosterone for all birds during the different consecutive hormone treatments are shown in [Table 1](#table1){ref-type="table"}. Mean detected hormone levels were within range of physiological plasma levels in nest-building male canaries (range: 360--7970 pg/ml; n = 6) and previously reported values for other small passerines ([@bib139]; [@bib63]; [@bib7]).

10.7554/eLife.43194.018

###### Plasma levels of testosterone (T) during different hormone treatments.

  Treatment   T levels (pg/ml)   Significance\*
  ----------- ------------------ ----------------
  control     238 ± 65           
  T~1~+       6486 ± 488         p\<0.001
  T~1~-       138 ± 30           NS
  T~2~+       7279 ± 1249        p\<0.01

\* P-values of comparisons between different hormone treatments against control values (ANOVA with Dunnett's t correction for multiple comparisons against one control).

Song recording {#s4-4}
--------------

To monitor the entire song ontogeny during consecutive testosterone treatments randomly selected, naive female canaries (n = 6) were kept individually in sound attenuating chambers during testosterone treatment (T~1~+), testosterone removal (T~1~-) and testosterone re-treatment (T~2~+), while song output was continuously recorded. This approach resulted in a song database of 5.6 ± 0.6 million song syllables per bird, recorded over the course of approximately 1 year.

The vocal activity of each bird was recorded using Sound Analysis Pro 2.0 ([@bib124]). Omnidirectional condenser microphones (TC-20; Earthworks, Milford, NH) connected to a multi-channel microphone preamplifier (UA-1000; Roland, Los Angeles, CA) were used to acquire and digitize all sounds produced within the sound attenuating boxes with a sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz. The incoming signal was filtered online using an amplitude and Wiener entropy threshold to exclude background noises, and saved in 60 s waveform audio files (16-bit PCM format).

Song analysis {#s4-5}
-------------

Vocalizations were segmented into individual syllables with the fully automated Feature Batch module in Sound Analysis Pro by applying an amplitude threshold to the sound wave. Because the distance from perch to microphone ranged between 10 and 20 cm only, little variation in recorded amplitude levels can be expected. The amplitude threshold was selected once manually to assure reliable segmentation, and was kept constant during the analyses of all sound phrases within birds.

To filter out non-song vocalizations, syllables were only included when produced within a song bout of at least 750 ms. A song bout was defined as a sequence of sounds traversing the amplitude threshold with an interval of no more than 100 ms. We used Sound Analysis Pro to measure duration (*d*), pause duration (*i*), syllable rate (SR), frequency modulation (FM), amplitude modulation (AM), syllable bandwidth (BW), mean frequency (MF) and Wiener entropy (E) for each syllable and stored these syllable features in MySQL 5.1 tables (Oracle, Redwood Shores, CA). Bandwidth was calculated for each syllable by subtracting the minimum peak frequency from the maximum peak frequency. The syllable rate was defined for each syllable as: *SR~a~ = (d~a~ +i~a~)^−1^*, where *d~a~* is the duration of syllable '*a'*, and *i~a~* is the interval between the end of syllable *'a'* and the beginning of the consecutive syllable within the same song bout, irrespective of syllable type. For a detailed computational description of how Sound Analysis Pro calculates the different sound features we refer to the accompanying publication ([@bib124]) and the online manual (<http://soundanalysispro.com>).

To investigate the dynamic change of song features over the course of the experiment, daily histograms were obtained from the entire dataset by rounding individual values to the nearest integer, and plotting the number of times those integers occurred each day. To determine the SRs that were most commonly used at the onset and crystallization of song development a non-linear exponential curve (1) was fitted through the peak values of each SR histogram.$$F\left( x \right) = a + \frac{b}{1 + {e\left( \frac{c - x}{d} \right)}}$$

Further developmental correlation plots for all temporal and spectral song features were produced by calculating the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient (CC) between a 7 day average of the histogram pattern at the time of song stabilization and all other recorded days. This calculation resulted in a value between −1 and 1 for each recorded day, and was used as a measure of similarity where one describes an absolute copy of the stable song pattern, and −1 describes the absolute inverse of the stable song pattern. A non-linear exponential curve (1) was fitted through the CC values and song parameters were considered stable as soon as the daily increase in similarity dropped below 0.001. For each song feature we used the fit curve to determine the duration between testosterone implantation and feature stabilization, and to determine the maximum daily increase in similarity (d~max~). D~max~ could only be calculated for birds and song features that demonstrated a developmental increase in similarity, and was only used for statistical purposes if three or more birds demonstrated such an increase. Mean CC plots combining all analyzed birds were calculated by averaging the raw (non-fitted) CC values that were calculated for each bird and for each day. We aligned song development in the different birds based on the first day where we detected song.

Spectrograms of the original sound files were visually inspected on syllable-like sound structures to determine the syllable repertoire of each bird and the first occurrence of song after testosterone treatments. To assess syllable similarity during consecutive testosterone treatments we calculated the Euclidean distance between each of 100 randomly selected syllables for each syllable type from stable songs during both the T~1~+ and T~2~+ periods. The Euclidean distance between two syllables '*a' and 'b'* with coordinates *c* = *SR, d, i, FM, AM, BW, MF, E* was defined as:$$d\left( {a,b} \right) = \sqrt{\sum_{c = 1}^{n}\left( \left. b_{1} - a_{1} \right)^{2} \right.}$$

To give all analyzed temporal and spectral features equal weight in the analysis, each feature was normalized by dividing its value by its global median value from all syllables produced by all birds recorded in this study.

First, for each syllable type the mean Euclidean distance between 100 syllables of the same type during T~1~+ (*T~1~^x^T~1~*) was calculated to determine how much baseline variation existed between syllables of the same type. Lower values indicate a higher similarity between syllables. Secondly, we calculated the mean Euclidean distance between 100 syllables of the same type from the T~1~+ and T~2~+ (*T~1~^x^T~2~*) periods to determine if syllables produced during the 2^nd^ testosterone treatment were similar to those produced during the 1^st^ testosterone treatment. Finally, we calculated the mean Euclidean distance between 100 syllables of the same type from the T~1~ +period with each of 100 syllables from all other types of syllables that a bird produced (*T~1~^x^T~2~*^ext^) to provide a measure of dissimilarity between syllables of different types. All observed syllable types were included in this analysis with the exception of single transitional syllables connecting two song phrases.

To assess similarity of song syntax between subsequent testosterone treatments we determined the probability of song phrase transitions during the T~1~+ and T~2~+ periods for each bird. On average 794.3 phrase transitions per bird were used for the analysis. From the resulting transition probability distributions we calculated the sequence linearity, consistency and entropy as previously described ([@bib117]; [@bib29]). In short, sequence linearity is expressed as the number of syllable types divided by the number of transition types and addresses the way phrases are ordered in a song. Sequence consistency is expressed as the sum of common phrase transitions divided by the sum of total transitions and addresses how often the same sequences are produced. Common phrase transitions were defined as transitions that make up at least 5% of all phrase transitions. The entropy (S) of the transition probability distribution with transition type *T~i~* is a measure of the spread of that distribution and was calculated as:$$S = - {\sum_{i = 1}^{n}\left. T_{i}{\log_{2}\left( T \right._{i}} \right)}$$

Specimen preparation {#s4-6}
--------------------

To estimate spine densities and dendrite densities in motor nucleus HVC and RA, brains were collected from a control group of adult female canaries that did not receive any testosterone treatment (C: n = 6), a group of birds that was sacrificed five months after testosterone treatment (T~1~+: n = 8), and a group of birds that was sacrificed at least 2.5 months after testosterone withdrawal (T~1~-: n = 6). All experimental birds were raised and kept in group aviaries together with other male and female canaries throughout the experiment to assure similar social and auditory conditions. Birds were transferred to sound attenuating chambers for two weeks after testosterone treatment to assure that birds were singing, and prior to sacrifice. Individuals were randomly allocated to the different treatment groups. All birds were maintained on a light cycle of 11 hr light, and 13 hr darkness and were between 2.5 and 3 years old at the time of sacrifice. Brains were processed for Golgi-Cox staining using the FD Rapid GolgiStain kit (FD NeuroTechnologies, Columbia, MD).

After overnight fixation in a 4% formaldehyde solution in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; 10 mM; pH 7.4), brains were stored in PBS with 0.05% sodium azide at 4°C until further processing.

Brain hemispheres were separated with a razor blade and left hemispheres were immersed for two weeks in an impregnation solution consisting of equal amounts of FD solutions A and B in total darkness at room temperature. Following three days of incubation in FD solution C, brains were cut into 30 µm sagittal sections using a sliding microtome (Leica Microsystems GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany), which were stored in PBS with 0.05% sodium azide at 4°C.

Sections with a regular interval of 180 µm were mounted on SuperFrost glass slides (Menzel GmbH, Brauschweig, Germany), developed in a solution of two parts distilled water, one part FD solutions D, and one part FD solution E for ten minutes, and rinsed in distilled water before embedding in CC/Mount tissue mounting medium (Sigma-Aldrich). Slides were incubated at 70°C until the mounting medium had hardened, cleared in xylene, and further embedded in Roti-Histokitt II (Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany) before coverslipping.

Spine and Dendrite quantification {#s4-7}
---------------------------------

For each bird, z-stacks were obtained from three brain sections of nucleus HVC and two sections of nucleus RA with a Nikon Eclipse Ti microscope (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan), equipped with a 60x oil immersion lens (CFI Plan Apo VC 60x Oil). The outline of HVC and RA in each section was delineated in ImageJ (<http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/>), and 100 µm^2^ non-overlapping regions of interests (ROIs) were randomly placed within the boundaries of the target nucleus prior to the quantifications. Considering the relatively uniform distribution of X-projecting HVC neurons and RA-projecting HVC neurons ([@bib39]), this approach should result in a homogenous sampling across treatment groups.

Neuronal dendritic spine densities were estimated for each brain section by checking ROIs in random order until five ROIs were located that contained spinous dendrite segments (15 ROIs per animal for HVC and 10 ROIs for RA). The individual dendrite segments within the ROIs were traced in ImageJ to measure the length, and the number of visible spines that originated from the traced segment was manually counted. Spine densities were calculated as the number of visible spines per µm of dendrite. All visible spine types were included in the quantifications, including filopodia, long, thin, stubby, mushroom and branched spines ([@bib114]). For branched spines, each spine head was counted separately.

To further obtain a density measure of spinous dendrites we counted the total number of spinous dendrite segments in all ROIs examined, and divided the number of observed dendrite segments with the number of ROIs, giving an estimation of the number of spinous dendrites per ROI. Neuronal dendrites were further binned into categories containing 0--0.2, 0.2--0.4, 0.4--0.6, 0.6--0.8, 0.8--1.0, 1.0--1.2, 1.2--1.4, 1.4--1.6, 1.6--1.8 spines per µm. The probability distribution of neuronal dendrite segments was then obtained by dividing the observed number of spinous dendrites per ROI in each bin with the total number of spinous dendrites per ROI.

To obtain a density measure of aspinous neurites in HVC, the number of visible spine-less neurite segments were counted in ten new non-overlapping ROIs that were randomly placed within the boundaries of HVC. We refer to these projections as neurites, because we were unable to distinguish between aspinous dendrites and axons in our tissues.

All quantifications were conducted by an experimenter that was blind to the experimental condition of the animals.

Statistical analysis {#s4-8}
--------------------

Statistical analyses were performed in SAS 9.3 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). No sample sizes were calculated prior to the experiments. A technical replication was defined as a repeated measurement of the same individual, and biological replications constitute the number of sampled individuals (n). Differences in spine and dendrite densities between treatment groups were tested with a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Dunnett's correction for multiple comparisons against one control value (untreated birds). Changes in hormone levels were determined using a repeated one-way ANOVA with Dunnett's correction. Differences in syllable similarity and syllable rates of individual syllable types were tested with one-way ANOVAs, and when significant, Tukey\'s HSD test was used to analyze differences between time points. Song pattern similarities between the 1^st^ and 2^nd^ hormone treatment were established by comparing the average CC from seven consecutive days of stable song during the 1^st^ treatment with the average CC from seven consecutive days of stable song production during the 2^nd^ treatment. Paired-samples t-tests were used to compare CC's, sequence parameters, and developmental time parameters between subsequent hormone treatments. To determine song feature deterioration we calculated the difference between the average CC from the last 7 days of stable song production during the 1^st^ testosterone treatment and the average CC from the first 2 days of song production during the 2^nd^ treatment. Feature recovery was determined by subtracting the average CC from the first 2 days of song production from the average CC from the last 7 days of stable song production during the 2^nd^ testosterone treatment. One-sample t-tests were used to determine if feature deterioration and recovery significantly exceeded zero. Measurement values in the text are given as means ± SEM, unless stated otherwise. No outliers or data were excluded from analysis.
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Summary:

Testosterone treated female canaries are proposed as a model system to study the behavioral trajectories of seasonal song re-acquisition, taking advantage of the fact that female canaries can produce male-like song following systemic application of testosterone. The authors use this artificially-induced fast song acquisition process to study the fast re-acquisition of a previously learned skill. The authors quantified the behavioral changes during the first acquisition of a fine motor behavior, singing, to the behavioral progresses observed upon re-acquisition of the same skill after a period of absence of practice. In parallel, they investigated the changes in synaptic dendritic spine density in HVC that accompany these different phases of recurring motor development. Building on the female canaries\' sensitivity to testosterone, the approach allows the experimenters to elicit on command (by adding/removing testosterone implants) the first acquisition of a song, impose a period of no practice (implant removal) and finally trigger re-acquisition of singing (new testosterone implant).

The results make a strong case that the song, upon reacquisition is similar to that acquired during the first phase, and that the behavioral course for first song acquisition is different than for re-acquisition, where only acoustic parameters linked to time (syllable rate, FM, AM, inter-syllable intervals) need to be reacquired. The stability of the song following reacquisition is particularly interesting in multiple regards: a) Unlike in male canaries (where song changes across seasons) the female song remains the same and b) The re-acquisition process of the same motor skill can be studied. The spine density results show that after the first acquisition of the song, the spine density diminished by 30% and this persisted after removal of the testosterone implant and during the absence of singing behavior. This finding is in line with the idea that synaptic pruning is responsible for improving and consolidating complex skilled movements. Although, the relationship between performance changes (from a slow first time learning process to fast relearning of a motor skill) and structural changes (pruning of spines in HVC) is purely correlational, the study represents a very creative approach to study the neuronal underpinnings of fast re-learning of already learned skilled motor behaviors.

Primary Issues for revision:

1\) Since the song similarity claim is essential for the impact of this study (Figure 4), it is important to make this comparison as rigorously as possible, analyzing the similarity between the songs produced at the end phase of treatment 1 and the songs 2 produced during treatment 2. For example, it would be good to develop some sort of similarity score. Some ideas here include looking at the occurrence of same syllable sequences for a given bird compared to when comparing the productions of two birds. Or looking at the cross correlation between two conspecific testosterone treated female canaries. One important analysis is the quantification of syllable duration across treatment periods. Syllable duration did not deteriorate which strongly hints towards the re-acquisition of the same song. This finding might provide some evidence that single syllables are consolidated as one unit.

2\) One interesting aspect of song, especially in the canary (as compared to the zebra finch), is that the transitions from one syllable to another obey certain probabilistic rules that are most likely dictated by HVC. While this is the case in male natural singing behavior, are females treated with testosterone singing a variable song with some transition rules or a very stereotyped song with strict rules? Were the transition rules affected by the testosterone treatment?

3\) When looking at spine density only, can you differentiate dendritic pruning from apoptosis of part of the cell population? If the total number of cells is not stable, then the number of synapses should also change? Can the authors control for the cell density in HVC (or use the constant total number of neurites as a proxy)?

4\) Need for more quantification of the synaptic changes undergone by the network (both HVC and RA) in all of the groups (including the +T2 group) will increase significantly the interest of this study for a broad readership. As it is, the timing coincidence between synaptic pruning in HVC and behavioral changes is an interesting piece of evidence for circuit reorganization but its link to behavior is relatively week. The extension of the quantification (what is happening in RA, analysis of the T~2~+ birds) would help make the case that synaptic changes may be linked to the behavior shown here. While we\'re probably not expecting a second pruning event, if the hypothesis is that the first pruning would be some sort of a motor memory trace of the song acquired under T+1, it could be worth checking that the re-acquisition of the song does not engage a second event of pruning.

5\) With the experimental design, the decrease in spine number could also be explained by the application of testosterone alone and, thus, being independent of motor skill consolidation. How can the authors disentangle the effect of the treatment versus relearning?

6\) The link between synaptic pruning in HVC and the fast re-learning process is a bit loose. Structural changes in HVC are linked to vocal learning in songbirds, but the specific pruning in HVC following song acquisition shown here has not been described previously. It is however difficult to parse out a possible effect of the different auditory experience (due to auditory feedback during singing) and the specific contribution of sensorimotor learning. Moreover, changes in HVC happening during the initial acquisition period may not be linked to the capacity of birds to reacquire the task rapidly. Indeed, some song parameters that are rapidly re-acquired are thought to depend more on the neural activity of nucleus RA (frequency and amplitude modulation) as they do not correlate with HVC activity in finches. These issues should be considered in revision.

7\) Please provide more information about the auditory experience of the birds used for histology.

Secondary comments:

Some ideas for future work that came up in the discussion and you may wish to comment on:

1\) This model could be used to investigate the difference between the motor memory trace of the song and the auditory memory trace, if the females were to match a template they heard before. Did the author control for the songs that the females might have heard from birth until Testosterone treatment? Are there any indications of song copying behavior?

2\) Could it be possible to manipulate the dendritic growth during the resting period (implant removal) and see whether the re-acquisition of the song follows, after a second implant, a first-time learning trajectory or, even, the same first-time learning trajectory?

In males songbirds, it is known that with seasonal testosterone increases, there is an increase in the number of HVC cells (for instance Brenowitz and Larson, 2015). Is there anything known for females treated with testosterone?

Figure 2F: example spectrographs -\> spectrograms

Figure 3---figure supplement 1: \"could not be calculated for T~2~+ in F, I, as we observed no developmental increase of this song feature\" -\> \"of these song features\".

Figure 5: Dendrite ratio is unclear here. Do you mean probability or percentage?

Even looking at the method in the third paragraph of the subsection "Spine and dendrite quantification", I don\'t quite get this ratio. By likelihood I assume you mean probability. Are these probabilities calculated per ROI over the total number of segments in a given ROI and then averaged over ROIs? Are you effectively calculating the probability of a density of spine given the probability of observing a spinous dendrite in an ROI?

Subsection "Song analysis", fourth paragraph: Time = duration or delay to stabilization?

Subsection "Song analysis", last paragraph: spectrographs -\> spectrograms.

The title should be shorter and more concise.

Abstract: Skilled motor behaviors are not necessarily a response to another action but can be executed independent of prior inputs.

Introduction, first paragraph: What is meant by \'manipulative skills\'? Retrieving the memory of food cashes is not a motor skill.

Introduction, second paragraph: Is it re-acquisition of the same song or learning new songs? Can the correlation of structural changes within HVC be explained if the birds learn a new song? Why should existing structures facilitate learning a new motor skill? What is the impact of the development of physical characteristics, constraints due to external factors e.g. muscle constraints or internal factors e.g. genetic background? This topic is discussed at the end but it might be useful to mention it during the Introduction.

Discussion, first paragraph: Overview of motor savings should be mentioned before own findings.

Discussion, second paragraph: This statement is out of context because the question was not addressed within this study. The authors should discuss the known difference of acquisition periods between fine versus gross motor skills.

Discussion, sixth paragraph: The authors argue that vocal maintenance can be explained by \'structural consolidation of \[...\] X-projecting HVC neurons\'. In zebra finches it has been shown that the deletion of X-projecting HVC neurons does not lead to an impairment of stable song production. How does this finding fit in?

Figure 1A It should be indicated that the depicted spectrogram is the spectral derivative or a regular spectrogram presentation can be used.

Figure 1B Recording of the same bird or different birds?

Figure 1D When were the songs recorded? Days post treatment? Is it true that testosterone treated females sing faster (more syllables per sec) compared to male canaries? Can the authors correlate singing behavior (amount of singing/ quality of song) with testosterone levels?

Supplementary Figure 1 is missing?

Figure 2: Can the authors compare the song learning of male canaries with the testosterone treated females in respect to syllable production rate? In the second testosterone treatment phase the three syllable speeds reemerge instantaneously. How do the authors explain that the birds in T~2~+ sing the slow and the medium syllables reliably more often than during phase T1? Doesn\'t this argue against the idea that the animals have to re-acquire the motor skill but remain proficient without practice?

Figure 2B: What is the indication of a negative cross correlation of syllable rate during the first 40 days post treatment? Is this example bird an outlier? As far as I understand the data analysis the cross-correlation was calculated based on the histogram pattern. How can a negative correlation value occur? General request: For reproducibility and the understanding of the study it is crucial that the reader can retrace whether the effect depends on single individuals or if it is an effect that is reflected in the entire group. Mean value presentations should be substituted by individual data points.

Figure 5A: When where the example photomicrographs taken (time point in relation to testosterone implant)? Figure 5B: What is the meaning of \'a\' and \'b\'?

Are the behavioral results displayed as mean over subjects or mean over all song syllable analyzed? This is important to make this point explicit since one bird may contribute disproportionally to the entire data set in term of number of syllables produced.

Subsection "Singing-related pruning of neuronal dendritic spines", first paragraph: this sentence summarizing the current knowledge of neuronal processes linked to song learning is a bit minimal. It would be important to highlight the known contributions of HVC and RA to song control and the evidence for plasticity at various sites of the song control network.

In Figure 4C, it is unclear whether the correlation coefficients for the T~2~+ columns are computed among syllables produced in the T~2~+ condition or between syllables from the T~1~+ and T~2~+ conditions. As written, I understand that it\'s among T~2~+ syllables. If true, this measures the similarity of syllables within a condition, while the sentence \'both temporal and spectral features demonstrated a strong similarity in their distribution patterns between subsequent testosterone treatments\' rather suggests that the authors want to point to the similarity between T~1~+ and T~2~+. Either the analysis or the phrasing should be changed.

Figure 5C-E: I do not understand the statement made concerning this figure: \'Instead of an equal reduction in spines across all neurite types, we observed a shift in the dendrite ratio from densely packed dendrites towards less dense dendrites in the testosterone treatment and removal groups (Figure 5C-E)\". The distribution of spine density across neurites appears shifted to the left, reflecting a global decrease in spine density in my opinion. If not, the authors should explain why.

Statistical comments/presentation of data:

It would be nice if the authors could show the distribution of raw data along with mean and SEM in their graphs instead of bar plots of mean and SEM.

More information should be given as of how the acoustic parameters were measured. Did the authors used Sound Analysis Pro for instance for these as well? Does the FM correspond to the CV of the fundamental frequency? etc.

\[Editors\' note: further revisions were requested prior to acceptance, as described below.\]

Thank you for resubmitting your work entitled \"Accelerated redevelopment of vocal skills is preceded by lasting reorganization of the song motor circuitry\" for further consideration at *eLife*. Your revised article has been favorably evaluated by Richard Ivry (Senior and Reviewing Editor) and three reviewers.

We are quite pleased with the revision. There are some issues that we would like you to address, but as you will see, these are really suggestions about how to improve the presentation of the material and conceptual issues you may wish to raise in the Discussion. I do not see any of these as really \"major\".

Conceptual/clarification issues for revision:

1\) Clarify how FM can be lost but bandwidth maintained at the beginning of T2. Seems that these two parameters should go hand in hand given the pure tone types of syllables. Adding supplementary figures that show the distributions for every parameter akin to Figure 2A and along with some spectrograms examples of these deteriorations or preservations would help better picture the phenomenon.

2\) What is mean by declarative features? Declarative memory? Is the idea that this is about the auditory template/memory of (a) tutor song(s).

3\) You responded that the spine density was calculated \'....of randomly selected spinous dendrite segments \[of excitatory neurons in HVC...\'. The study by Kornfeld et al., 2017, demonstrates that spine density of HVC-X projecting neurons is significantly larger than HVC-RA projecting neurons. How did you achieve a random selection of spinous segments in order to ensure that HVC-X and HVC-RA projecting neurons were sampled uniformly? Would it be possible to only sample HVC-X or HVC-RA projecting neurons?

4\) Since this study is focused on the changes of spines of excitatory neurons, you may wish to address the importance of testosterone and/or vocal practice on changes in inhibition in the Discussion. It has been shown that inhibition, especially in HVC, is one of the crucial factors that is guiding the song learning process in zebra finches. Could a robust inhibitory network be the mechanism that allows seasonal birds (or in this case testosterone treated females) to re-learn their song more efficiently?

5\) The second paragraph of the Discussion section is unclear. As defined (difference between max and min peak frequency) and given the sound produced by this species and papers by Beckers, Suthers and ten Cate, 2003, and Riede et al., 2006 that showed that several bird species filter out harmonics with their vocal tract to only leave the fundamental, bandwidth likely corresponds to the range of fundamental frequencies the bird is engaging for each syllable type. So bandwidth would be determined by the contraction frequency of the syrinx. Mean frequency and entropy, however, could be determined by the shape of the vocal tract more than by the syrinx contraction frequency. Could there be a statement here about aspects of the songs that are linked to the vocal tract modulation and that are preserved vs parameters linked to the speed of contraction of certain syrinx muscles that need to be reacquired? And/or add references and discussion about vocal production mechanisms to push such an argument.

6\) In the third paragraph of the Discussion, does \"learned\" mean \"memorized\" here or did females produce these type of syllables (even rarely) before the first testosterone treatment? This may be an important distinction between the two mechanisms of song acquisitions. If females never sung such song syllables before the first treatment, females can potentially only rely on an auditory memory template of songs they heard (not demonstrated here but that could be another future investigation) or driven by some internal auditory template of what a male canary song should sound like (the implication/necessity of the auditory feedback for song production in females under T should by the way be tested by deafening or something similar) while during the second treatment, females can rely on a motor memory/trace of what they learned to produce during the first phase.

10.7554/eLife.43194.024

Author response

> Primary Issues for revision:
>
> 1\) Since the song similarity claim is essential for the impact of this study (Figure 4), it is important to make this comparison as rigorously as possible, analyzing the similarity between the songs produced at the end phase of treatment 1 and the songs 2 produced during treatment 2. For example, it would be good to develop some sort of similarity score. Some ideas here include looking at the occurrence of same syllable sequences for a given bird compared to when comparing the productions of two birds. Or looking at the cross correlation between two conspecific testosterone treated female canaries. One important analysis is the quantification of syllable duration across treatment periods. Syllable duration did not deteriorate which strongly hints towards the re-acquisition of the same song. This finding might provide some evidence that single syllables are consolidated as one unit.

One of the strengths of our proposed model system is the recurrence of highly similar song patterns, and we agree that it is important to rigorously demonstrate this similarity. The data shown in Figures 2, 3 and 4 all include correlations between the songs produced at the end phase of treatment 1 and the songs produced during treatment 2, providing a measure of song similarity between the two treatments. To support this data we have included two additional song analyses: (1) For each bird we calculated the Euclidean distance between pairs of syllables of the same type from the consecutive treatment periods, providing us with a measure of similarity between groups of syllables. This analysis shows that syllables from the second treatment phase are structurally not different from syllables from the first treatment (Figure 4---figure supplement 1; subsection "Song similarity during subsequent testosterone treatments", second paragraph of the Results and subsection "Song analysis", sixth paragraph of the Materials and methods). (2) We calculated the probability distribution of syllable phrase transitions, which provides information on how syllable phrases are ordered in the song. This analysis shows that song sequence parameters are highly similar between the two treatment periods (Figure 4---figure supplement 2; subsection "Song similarity during subsequent testosterone treatments", third paragraph).

> 2\) One interesting aspect of song, especially in the canary (as compared to the zebra finch), is that the transitions from one syllable to another obey certain probabilistic rules that are most likely dictated by HVC. While this is the case in male natural singing behavior, are females treated with testosterone singing a variable song with some transition rules or a very stereotyped song with strict rules? Were the transition rules affected by the testosterone treatment?

Testosterone-treated female canaries generally sang a variable song with some transition rules, similar to what has been shown for male canaries. Songs are not random, but also not very stereotyped. Not surprisingly, birds with larger syllable repertoires tended to have more variation in how syllable phrases were sequenced than birds with smaller repertoires. The number and probability of phrase transitions in the songs did not differ between treatment 1 and treatment 2, and we did not observe significant changes in song sequence parameters, suggesting that the rules governing these phrase transitions did not change between the two treatment periods. This data has been included in Figure 4---figure supplement 2, subsection "Song similarity during subsequent testosterone treatments, third paragraph," of the Results and subsection "Song similarity during subsequent testosterone treatments", last paragraph, of the Materials and methods.

> 3\) When looking at spine density only, can you differentiate dendritic pruning from apoptosis of part of the cell population? If the total number of cells is not stable, then the number of synapses should also change? Can the authors control for the cell density in HVC (or use the constant total number of neurites as a proxy)?

A distinction has to be made here between how we calculated spine densities and how we calculated dendrite densities. (1) Spine densities (Figure 5B and C) were calculated as the number of spines per µm of dendrite for a number of randomly selected spinous dendrite segments, and not per volume unit of HVC and RA. By itself this analysis is independent of how many neurons or dendrites were present in the target brain region, and apoptosis or other changes in cell density therefore do not affect this calculation. (2) Dendrite densities are represented as the probability to detect a spinous dendrite within the volume of HVC (Figure 5D-F), and are therefore susceptible to changes in cell density. We did not observe a significant difference in the density of the total number of spiny dendrites in HVC between treatments however, indicating that the shift in the probability distribution shown in Figure 5D-F is not likely to be caused by a reduction in neuronal dendrites. Taking both pieces of evidence into account, these findings suggest a reduction of synapses in HVC through selective pruning of dendritic spines, without reducing the total number of dendrites in HVC. This point has been clarified in the second paragraph of the Results subsection "Singing-related pruning of neuronal dendritic spines".

> 4\) Need for more quantification of the synaptic changes undergone by the network (both HVC and RA) in all of the groups (including the +T2 group) will increase significantly the interest of this study for a broad readership. As it is, the timing coincidence between synaptic pruning in HVC and behavioral changes is an interesting piece of evidence for circuit reorganization but its link to behavior is relatively week. The extension of the quantification (what is happening in RA, analysis of the T~2~+ birds) would help make the case that synaptic changes may be linked to the behavior shown here. While we\'re probably not expecting a second pruning event, if the hypothesis is that the first pruning would be some sort of a motor memory trace of the song acquired under T+1, it could be worth checking that the re-acquisition of the song does not engage a second event of pruning.

We have included an additional analysis of spine densities in nucleus RA demonstrating that this area does not undergo specific spine pruning during the acquisition and loss of song in adult female canaries, and suggests that the delayed maturation of the motor circuitry may be specific for HVC. This data has been included in Figure 5C and subsection "Singing-related pruning of neuronal dendritic spines", second paragraph. Unfortunately we have no brain material available to test if a second pruning event would take place during a second testosterone treatment. The experiment was specifically designed to test if we could find an anatomical 'memory' trace that would last through a period in which the birds did not sing and could explain the rapid re-acquisition of a previously learned song pattern. Considering the extent of pruning that took place in HVC during song acquisition it seems highly unlikely that a pruning event of such magnitude would repeat itself during a second testosterone treatment in females, or occur on an annual basis in male canaries.

> 5\) With the experimental design, the decrease in spine number could also be explained by the application of testosterone alone and, thus, being independent of motor skill consolidation. How can the authors disentangle the effect of the treatment versus relearning?

The reviewer raises an important question on the mechanisms behind selective stabilization and elimination of dendritic spines, mechanisms that are largely unknown. In songbirds testosterone levels are inseparably linked to the development and consolidation of vocal performance, both in our study as well as in nature. From our study we cannot determine if vocal practice, testosterone levels, or a combination of both cause the observed spine pruning in HVC. Singing prevention in zebra finches delays the developmental pruning of dendritic spines in RA at least to some extent (Hayase S, et al., 2018), suggesting that vocal practice induces spine pruning in this brain region. The authors did not control for testosterone levels however, and mechanisms of spine pruning in RA may differ from those in HVC (Figure 5B and C). Independent of the role that testosterone and vocal practice play in consolidating the song system, the reduction in dendritic spines was not reversed during a long period in which both testosterone levels were low and vocal practice was absent, providing a possible anatomical basis for the rapid recurrence of song patterns. We discuss this issue in detail in the ninth and tenth paragraphs of the Discussion.

> 6\) The link between synaptic pruning in HVC and the fast re-learning process is a bit loose. Structural changes in HVC are linked to vocal learning in songbirds, but the specific pruning in HVC following song acquisition shown here has not been described previously. It is however difficult to parse out a possible effect of the different auditory experience (due to auditory feedback during singing) and the specific contribution of sensorimotor learning. Moreover, changes in HVC happening during the initial acquisition period may not be linked to the capacity of birds to reacquire the task rapidly. Indeed, some song parameters that are rapidly re-acquired are thought to depend more on the neural activity of nucleus RA (frequency and amplitude modulation) as they do not correlate with HVC activity in finches. These issues should be considered in revision.

In our study we associate lasting structural changes in HVC with the development and re-acquisition of vocal motor performance. Our study does not directly address sensorimotor integration, and it is currently unclear if adult canaries can learn song from an external song template. Auditory deprivation during juvenile development leads to aberrant songs in canaries (e.g. Lehongre, C. et al., 2006 Anim. Behav. 72: 1319-1327) indicating the importance of audition for vocal learning. Testosterone-treated adult female canaries on the other hand develop species-typical songs even when acoustically isolated during the time they start singing for the first time, suggesting that adult song development does not necessarily depend on the same processes as juvenile song learning. In our study we cannot directly distinguish between the effects of vocal motor practice and auditory feedback on motor circuit consolidation. We consider these issues together with the potential roles that HVC and RA may play in the formation of motor memories in the fifth paragraph of the Discussion.

> 7\) Please provide more information about the auditory experience of the birds used for histology.

All birds used for histology were raised and kept in group aviaries together with other male and female canaries throughout the experiment to assure similar social and auditory conditions. This information has been added the first paragraph of the subsection "Specimen preparation".

> Secondary comments:
>
> Some ideas for future work that came up in the discussion and you may wish to comment on:
>
> 1\) This model could be used to investigate the difference between the motor memory trace of the song and the auditory memory trace, if the females were to match a template they heard before. Did the author control for the songs that the females might have heard from birth until Testosterone treatment? Are there any indications of song copying behavior?

Therefore we did not control for the auditory background of the birds during the first year of their lives prior to the experiment. We agree that our model would be well suited to investigate differences between procedural and declarative memory formation. We would speculate that declarative song memory, or the so called song template, would primarily be formed during juvenile development and is dependent on auditory input during that time, since our birds were able to develop species-typical songs in adulthood without being exposed to external auditory input. Unpublished song playback trials have not revealed clear song copying in adult female canaries, but it is currently unknown if adult female canary songs are composed of song patterns that the birds have memorized during juvenile development. This is partly discussed in the third and fifth paragraphs of the Discussion.

> 2\) Could it be possible to manipulate the dendritic growth during the resting period (implant removal) and see whether the re-acquisition of the song follows, after a second implant, a first-time learning trajectory or, even, the same first-time learning trajectory?

We agree that this would be a very interesting approach to demonstrate causality between dendritic spine pruning and the observed rapid re-acquisition of previously learned song patterns. The mechanisms behind spine pruning or their possible regrowth are not clear, and to our knowledge no molecular techniques currently exist to induce specific regrowth of previously-pruned dendritic spines.

> In males songbirds, it is known that with seasonal testosterone increases, there is an increase in the number of HVC cells (for instance Brenowitz and Larson, 2015). Is there anything known for females treated with testosterone?

Testosterone-treated female canaries demonstrate a similar increase in HVC size and HVC neuron number (e.g. Hartog et al., 2009), without changing neuron density. We included a discussion on this topic in the sixth paragraph of the Discussion.

> Figure 2F: example spectrographs -\> spectrograms

Corrected.

> Figure 3---figure supplement 1: \"could not be calculated for T~2~+ in F, I, as we observed no developmental increase of this song feature\" -\> \"of these song features\"

Corrected.

> Figure 5: Dendrite ratio is unclear here. Do you mean probability or percentage?
>
> Even looking at the method in the third paragraph of the subsection "Spine and dendrite quantification", I don\'t quite get this ratio. By likelihood I assume you mean probability. Are these probabilities calculated per ROI over the total number of segments in a given ROI and then averaged over ROIs? Are you effectively calculating the probability of a density of spine given the probability of observing a spinous dendrite in an ROI?

Figure 5D-F shows the probability distribution of dendrites with different spine densities. We calculated the probability distribution by dividing the number of spinous dendrites in each bin with the total number of spinous dendrites. This has been clarified in Figure 5 and in the third paragraph of the Materials and methods subsection "Spine and dendrite quantification".

> Subsection "Song analysis", fourth paragraph: Time = duration or delay to stabilization?

'Time' has been replaced by 'duration'.

> Subsection "Song analysis", last paragraph: spectrographs -\> spectrograms.

Corrected.

> The title should be shorter and more concise.

To convey a more concise message we changed the title to: 'Accelerated redevelopment of vocal skills is preceded by lasting reorganization of the song motor circuitry'.

> Abstract: Skilled motor behaviors are not necessarily a response to another action but can be executed independent of prior inputs.

'Response' has been replaced by 'behaviors'.

> Introduction, first paragraph: What is meant by \'manipulative skills\'? Retrieving the memory of food cashes is not a motor skill.

With manipulative skills we mean the motor movements from e.g. paws to retrieve hidden food items. To avoid confusion with spatial memory retrieval we replaced the example with a less ambiguous example of motor skill acquisition. 'Capuchin monkeys need to acquire manipulative foraging skills to retrieve difficult-to-access, seasonally available food items'.

> Introduction, second paragraph: Is it re-acquisition of the same song or learning new songs? Can the correlation of structural changes within HVC be explained if the birds learn a new song? Why should existing structures facilitate learning a new motor skill? What is the impact of the development of physical characteristics, constraints due to external factors e.g. muscle constraints or internal factors e.g. genetic background? This topic is discussed at the end but it might be useful to mention it during the Introduction.

This sentence refers globally to seasonal song re-acquisition. Different bird species may adopt different strategies, but for adult male canaries it is factually not known if they relearn new songs each year, or if they re-develop song patterns that they have learned during juvenile development. Increasing evidence, including this study, suggests that in canaries the latter is the case. As such we correlate the structural changes that we observe in HVC with the re-acquisition of a previously learned vocal pattern. Since this is an extensive topic that depends for a part on the findings from this study, we prefer to discuss this issue in detail in the third paragraph of the Discussion.

> Discussion, first paragraph: Overview of motor savings should be mentioned before own findings.

We moved the examples describing motor savings up to the first paragraph of the Discussion.

> Discussion, second paragraph: This statement is out of context because the question was not addressed within this study. The authors should discuss the known difference of acquisition periods between fine versus gross motor skills.

We restructured the Discussion considerably. Because songbirds are often used as a model for sensorimotor learning, we thought it useful to specifically mention that it is not known if adult canaries can learn through sensorimotor integration. This point is more generally discussed in the third paragraph of the Discussion.

> Discussion, sixth paragraph: The authors argue that vocal maintenance can be explained by \'structural consolidation of \[...\] X-projecting HVC neurons\'. In zebra finches it has been shown that the deletion of X-projecting HVC neurons does not lead to an impairment of stable song production. How does this finding fit in?

We have included a discussion on this finding in context to similar studies that argue for a role of the cortico-basal ganglia circuit in the long-term maintenance of song (Discussion, eighth paragraph).

> Figure 1A It should be indicated that the depicted spectrogram is the spectral derivative or a regular spectrogram presentation can be used.

We have included this information in the legends of Figure 1, 2 and 4.

> Figure 1B Recording of the same bird or different birds?

The shown spectrograms are recordings from the same individual at different times during development. This information has been clarified in the figure legend of Figure 1.

> Figure 1D When were the songs recorded? Days post treatment? Is it true that testosterone treated females sing faster (more syllables per sec) compared to male canaries? Can the authors correlate singing behavior (amount of singing/ quality of song) with testosterone levels?

Recording dates have been included in the legend of Figure 1. We have no evidence that testosterone treated females can sing faster than males. The range of syllable rates observed in this study falls within the natural range of syllable rates that has been observed in male canaries living in the wild. This information has been included in the second paragraph of the subsection "Re-application of testosterone triggers an accelerated re-acquisition of song performance". We do not have a sufficient spread of testosterone levels within and between birds to provide a meaningful quantitative correlation of song behavior with testosterone levels, except for the fact that birds do not sing when testosterone levels are very low, but sing on average \~30.000 syllables per day when testosterone levels are high.

> Supplementary Figure 1 is missing?

Figure supplements are provided for main Figures 2, 3, and 4.

> Figure 2: Can the authors compare the song learning of male canaries with the testosterone treated females in respect to syllable production rate?

Syllable rates of stable song from testosterone treated females fell within the natural range of syllable rates that have been observed in male canaries living in the wild (Leitner, S. et al., 2001). This information has been included in the second paragraph of the subsection "Re-application of testosterone triggers an accelerated re-acquisition of song performance". We don't have longitudinal song data from sufficient juvenile males to quantitatively compare syllable rate development in males and females.

> In the second testosterone treatment phase the three syllable speeds reemerge instantaneously. How do the authors explain that the birds in T~2~+ sing the slow and the medium syllables reliably more often than during phase T1? Doesn\'t this argue against the idea that the animals have to re-acquire the motor skill but remain proficient without practice?

The three syllable rates did not reemerge instantaneously but took 26 days to stabilize in the individual shown in Figure 2A. This can be seen by the red fit curves in the histogram that do not start at their final value for any of the three distinguishable syllable rates. In addition, Figure 2B shows for the same individual how much the SR pattern during treatment 2 correlates with the SR pattern from treatment 1 illustrating a clear phase in which the SR pattern from treatment 2 redevelops and increases in similarity in respect to the SR pattern from treatment 1. On average across all birds SR patterns stabilized in 22 days during treatment 2, which was significantly faster than during treatment 1 (160 days). This information is quantitatively shown for all animals in Figure 2C-E and described in the third paragraph of the subsection "Re-application of testosterone triggers an accelerated re-acquisition of song performance".

> Figure 2B: What is the indication of a negative cross correlation of syllable rate during the first 40 days post treatment? Is this example bird an outlier? As far as I understand the data analysis the cross-correlation was calculated based on the histogram pattern. How can a negative correlation value occur? General request: For reproducibility and the understanding of the study it is crucial that the reader can retrace whether the effect depends on single individuals or if it is an effect that is reflected in the entire group. Mean value presentations should be substituted by individual data points.

We calculated Pearson's product-moment correlation coefficient based on the histogram pattern to determine similarity between treatment periods. Pearson's CC has a value between -1 and 1, where 1 describes two patterns that are identical, and -1 describes two patterns that are completely opposite to each other (and thus are negatively correlated). Values around zero indicate no correlation. This is described in detail in the fourth paragraph of the Materials and methods subsection "Song analysis". We have included raw data point for all behavioral bar graphs, and further provide this information in the accompanying source data for each figure.

> Figure 5A: When where the example photomicrographs taken (time point in relation to testosterone implant)? Figure 5B: What is the meaning of \'a\' and \'b\'?

The time of sacrifice of the birds shown in Figure 5A has been included in the figure legend and is further described in the first paragraph of the Materials and methods subsection "Specimen preparation". 'a' and 'b' in Figure 5B illustrate if a significant difference was observed between treatment groups. This is indicated in the legend of Figure 5.

> Are the behavioral results displayed as mean over subjects or mean over all song syllable analyzed? This is important to make this point explicit since one bird may contribute disproportionally to the entire data set in term of number of syllables produced.

All means in the text and figures describe the mean over subjects, with the exception of Figure 2F which illustrates mean values of syllable rates for one syllable type in one individual. This has been clarified in all figure legends and is also described in the Materials and methods subsection "Statistical analysis". In addition we have included raw data points in bar graphs to illustrate the spread between individuals.

> Subsection "Singing-related pruning of neuronal dendritic spines", first paragraph: this sentence summarizing the current knowledge of neuronal processes linked to song learning is a bit minimal. It would be important to highlight the known contributions of HVC and RA to song control and the evidence for plasticity at various sites of the song control network.

This sentence refers to motor learning and memory in general with the purpose of providing a rationale of why we decided to look specifically at spine pruning in relation to the observed vocal motor savings. We agree that the known contributions of HVC and RA to song control and evidence for plasticity in the song system are important items to discuss, but introducing these topics in this part of the Results section would overshadow the results. We have included an extensive discussion of the roles of HVC and RA during song control and testosterone-related plasticity in the song system in the sixth and seventh paragraphs of the Discussion.

> In Figure 4C, it is unclear whether the correlation coefficients for the T~2~+ columns are computed among syllables produced in the T~2~+ condition or between syllables from the T~1~+ and T~2~+ conditions. As written, I understand that it\'s among T~2~+ syllables. If true, this measures the similarity of syllables within a condition, while the sentence \'both temporal and spectral features demonstrated a strong similarity in their distribution patterns between subsequent testosterone treatments\' rather suggests that the authors want to point to the similarity between T~1~+ and T~2~+. Either the analysis or the phrasing should be changed.

The CC's presented in the T~2~+ columns are computed between syllables from the T~1~+ and T~2~+ conditions. The aim of the Figure 4C is to illustrate that the correlations between T~1~+ and T~2~+ patterns are no different from the correlations between T~1~+ and T~1~+ patterns, and thus the same song patterns are produced during T~1~+ and T~2~+. We realize that the figure labels for these comparisons may have caused confusion. To clarify the comparisons we changed the color legends in the figure with more intuitive labels (*T~1~xT~1~* vs. *T~1~xT~2~*). In addition we clarified the wording of the figure legend of Figure 4C and the first paragraph of the Results subsection "Song similarity during subsequent testosterone treatments".

> Figure 5C-E: I do not understand the statement made concerning this figure: "Instead of an equal reduction in spines across all neurite types, we observed a shift in the dendrite ratio from densely packed dendrites towards less dense dendrites in the testosterone treatment and removal groups (Figure 5C-E)\". The distribution of spine density across neurites appears shifted to the left, reflecting a global decrease in spine density in my opinion. If not, the authors should explain why.

We fully agree with the reviewer that the change in the dendrite distribution reflects a global decrease in spine density. With 'unequal reduction' we attempted to refer to the changed shape of the distribution (which would keep the same shape if the quantified number of dendrites in each bin would be reduced by an 'equal' amount). Instead the distribution of dendrites shifts to the left from more densely-spined dendrites towards less densely-spined dendrites and supports our finding that spine densities reduce during the first testosterone treatment period. We have modified this sentence to make this message more clear (subsection "Singing-related pruning of neuronal dendritic spines", second paragraph).

> Statistical comments/presentation of data:
>
> It would be nice if the authors could show the distribution of raw data along with mean and SEM in their graphs instead of bar plots of mean and SEM.

We have included the raw data point in all bar graphs that represent behavioral data, and provide source data for each figure.

> More information should be given as of how the acoustic parameters were measured. Did the authors used Sound Analysis Pro for instance for these as well? Does the FM correspond to the CV of the fundamental frequency? etc.

We used Sound Analysis Pro to calculate acoustic parameters for each syllable. We included this information in the second paragraph of the Materials and methods subsection "Song analysis", and refer to the accompanying publication and online manual for the detailed mathematical descriptions of each sound feature. Sound Analysis Pro calculates FM as the angular component of squared time and frequency derivatives. Effectively FM describes the angle of frequency traces in a syllable and is expressed in degrees.

\[Editors\' note: further revisions were requested prior to acceptance, as described below.\]

> We are quite pleased with the revision. There are some issues that we would like you to address, but as you will see, these are really suggestions about how to improve the presentation of the material and conceptual issues you may wish to raise in the Discussion. I do not see any of these as really \"major\".
>
> Conceptual/clarification issues for revision:
>
> 1\) Clarify how FM can be lost but bandwidth maintained at the beginning of T2. Seems that these two parameters should go hand in hand given the pure tone types of syllables. Adding supplementary figures that show the distributions for every parameter akin to Figure 2A and along with some spectrograms examples of these deteriorations or preservations would help better picture the phenomenon.

Bandwidth (defined here as the difference between the max and min peak frequency) describes the range of peak frequencies of a syllable while FM is calculated in Sound Analysis Pro as the mean angular component of all frequency contours within a syllable (and not only of the peak frequency). The mean FM of a syllable thus increases with an increased up and down modulation within the duration of the syllable, but bandwidth does not necessarily change as long as these increased modulations in frequency occur within the original range of peak frequencies.

To further illustrate the detailed song changes, we have included 2 supplementary figures (Figure 2---figure supplement 2 and Figure 3---figure supplement 2) with example histograms of each song feature and included several spectrogram examples of song syllables from the end of T~1~+, beginning of T~2~+, and end of T~2~+.

> 2\) What is mean by declarative features? Declarative memory? Is the idea that this is about the auditory template/memory of (a) tutor song(s).

This term is no longer used here, as we have changed the focus of this section from a discussion on motor constraints in general to the contribution of the syrinx and vocal tract in shaping and re-shaping song output (Discussion, second paragraph).

> 3\) You responded that the spine density was calculated \'....of randomly selected spinous dendrite segments \[of excitatory neurons in HVC...\'. The study by Kornfeld et al., 2017, demonstrates that spine density of HVC-X projecting neurons is significantly larger than HVC-RA projecting neurons. How did you achieve a random selection of spinous segments in order to ensure that HVC-X and HVC-RA projecting neurons were sampled uniformly? Would it be possible to only sample HVC-X or HVC-RA projecting neurons?

The sampling areas that we used for quantifications were spatially randomly distributed across HVC. Considering that HVC~X~ and HVC~RA~ neurons are relatively uniformly distributed throughout HVC (see e.g. Fortune and Margoliash, 1995) our sampling method likely captures equal ratios of both neuron types between the different treatment groups. This has been clarified in the third paragraph of the subsection "Spine and dendrite quantification". The actual spine density of each segment does not influence the sampling frequency.

> 4\) Since this study is focused on the changes of spines of excitatory neurons, you may wish to address the importance of testosterone and/or vocal practice on changes in inhibition in the Discussion. It has been shown that inhibition, especially in HVC, is one of the crucial factors that is guiding the song learning process in zebra finches. Could a robust inhibitory network be the mechanism that allows seasonal birds (or in this case testosterone treated females) to re-learn their song more efficiently?

We have included a discussion on the potential role of inhibitory activity during song acquisition and re-acquisition in the eighth paragraph of the Discussion.

> 5\) The second paragraph of the Discussion section is unclear. As defined (difference between max and min peak frequency) and given the sound produced by this species and papers by Beckers, Suthers and ten Cate, 2003, and Riede et al., 2006, that showed that several bird species filter out harmonics with their vocal tract to only leave the fundamental, bandwidth likely corresponds to the range of fundamental frequencies the bird is engaging for each syllable type. So bandwidth would be determined by the contraction frequency of the syrinx. Mean frequency and entropy, however, could be determined by the shape of the vocal tract more than by the syrinx contraction frequency. Could there be a statement here about aspects of the songs that are linked to the vocal tract modulation and that are preserved vs parameters linked to the speed of contraction of certain syrinx muscles that need to be reacquired? And/or add references and discussion about vocal production mechanisms to push such an argument.

We have changed the focus of this section to discuss the potential role of the syrinx and vocal tract during song acquisition and re-acquisition, and included a statement on how they may relate to the preservation and/or deterioration of song features (Discussion, second paragraph).

> 6\) In the third paragraph of the Discussion, does \"learned\" mean \"memorized\" here or did females produce these type of syllables (even rarely) before the first testosterone treatment? This may be an important distinction between the two mechanisms of song acquisitions. If females never sung such song syllables before the first treatment, females can potentially only rely on an auditory memory template of songs they heard (not demonstrated here but that could be another future investigation) or driven by some internal auditory template of what a male canary song should sound like (the implication/necessity of the auditory feedback for song production in females under T should by the way be tested by deafening or something similar) while during the second treatment, females can rely on a motor memory/trace of what they learned to produce during the first phase.

The female canaries in this study were not observed to produce any song syllables prior to the first testosterone treatment (subsection "Testosterone-induced song development in female canaries"). 'Memorized' may be a better description here and we have changed the term accordingly in the fourth paragraph of the Discussion.

We completely agree with the reviewer that the observed differences in song acquisition during the first and second treatments may depend on the absence (first treatment) and presence (secondtreatment) of a motor memory trace of the song. This idea is consistent with our view that large-scale synaptic pruning occurred in motor area HVC during the first testosterone treatment, a modification that may reflect the formation of such a motor memory trace. We have emphasized this idea in the aforementioned paragraph.
